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We exhibit a graded algebra of hypergeometric functions and show how to 
canonically identify it with the graded algebra of modular forms for the full 
modular group XL,(Z). We also show how Dedekind’s eta function is related to the 
square root of a hypergeometric function and give yet another simple proof of its 
functional equation. The methods permit the simple translation of integrals of 
modular forms (e.g., Mellin transforms and special values of associated Dirichlet 
series) into integrals of hypergeometric functions where the theory of these classical 
special functions can be brought to bear. As an example, we express the Mellin 
transform of an Eisenstein series (which involves Riemann’s zeta function) in terms 
of hypergeometric functions. ‘f? 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
Relationships between modular functions and hypergeometric functions 
are discussed in a number of places in the classical literature (e.g., Fricke 
and Klein [S], Ford [4], Jordan [6]). Most of these results are concerned 
with the construction of a Hauptmodul for a suitable subgroup r of finite 
index in SC,(Z)-in other words, a modular functionjjr) for the group r 
which generates the field of all modular functions for f. The best known 
examples occur when the group f has three elliptic and/or parabolic 
(cusps) points. (Of course the genus of the compact Riemann surface 
X,. = r\$* must be zero, where s) is the complex upper half-plane and 
b* = $ u Q u {cc }). In this case, it can easily be shown that there exists a 
second order linear homogeneous differential equation on the sphere (call 
it the x-sphere) with three regular singular points, say at 0, 1, and co, 
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with the inverse of the quotient of two solutions o,, w2 yielding the 
desired modular function f(z) = (o,/02)) ‘: $ + (x-sphere). Of course a 
differential equation with three regular singular points on the sphere has 
essentially hypergeometric functions for solutions, which explains the 
relationship we mentioned. 
It will be important in what follows to discuss one very central example 
of this construction. Our treatment follows that in Bateman [ 11. Consider 
the differential equation 
d2w 1 do (31/144)~-1/36~=~ 
z+xx+ x2(x - 1 )2 (1) 
The solution in terms of Riemann’s P-function is 
and the latter is seen to be a hypergeometric function. Thus at x = 0 we 
have two solutions 
r/,=x W(x _ 1 )I/4 2FlCj5, A; 5; -xl 
q2 = x”“(x - 1)“4 2F,[&, A; ;; X], 
which form a basis for the space of all solutions at x = 0. We now let 
(r the gamma function) and consider another basis of solutions at x = 0, 
@ , = e2ni’3yl, + cy , 
CD2 = yl, - ceC”“3q,. 
The quotient of these solutions Q(x) = @,(x)/@~(x) can be regarded as a 
multivalued function 
P&- (0, 1, co) 2 Pi.. 
It is known to be an inverse of the elliptic modular function J (Bateman 
Cl]), that is, z = @(J(r)) (in a suitable sense) for r E Sj the upper half-plane. 
So in fact, @ maps Pi.- (0, 1, cc ) to 5j. 
To make the identification of Q(x) with the inverse of the elliptic 
modular function more precise slit the unit disc 1.~1 < 1 along the negative 
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real axis and use the principal branch of log x to define x* ‘I6 so that it 
takes positive real values on (0, 1). We have on this slit disc that 
G(x) = 
e2nii3 2F,( l/12, l/12; 213; x) + cx”’ ?F,(5/12, 5112; 413; x) 
2F,( l/12, l/12; 2/3; x) - ce -ni’3x”3 ,F,(5/12, 5112; 413; x)’ 
Now lim ~ _ 0 D(x) = eznii3 and because 
an easy calculation gives 
lim D(x) = i. 
r-l 
If we now slit the x-plane along the negative real axis and along the 
positive real axis from 1 to co, we can continue Q(x) to a single-valued 
function which maps the slit plane onto a fundamental domain for SC,(Z) 
in 5 as pictured below. 
Here the real axis between 0 and 1 maps to the arc of the unit circle in & 
running from eZni13 to i. 
For our purposes it will be necessary to understand the solutions of (1) 
at co. Let t = l/x be a local parameter at co; then our differential equation 
in terms of t is 
d*o 1 do (31/144-(1/36)t)w=0 
dt2+zt+ t(t- 1)2 (2) 
At t = 0 the exponents are 0, 0 so our equation possesses a one-dimensional 
space of single-valued holomorphic solutions near t = 0 (x = ccl). An easy 
calculation shows that these single-valued solutions are scalar multiples of 
Y2(t) = (1 - t)1’4 ZF,(i$, 6; 1; f) 
641!28/2-8 
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(we take the (single-valued) branch of (1 - t)‘14 near t = 0 to be the one 
taking value 1 at t =O). To find the other solution we suppress the 
equation and this leads to: 
PRoposIT10~ 1. The solutions to (2) at t = 0 (i.e., to (1) at CC ) are of the 
form 
YZ(f) F jc,Y*(r) ?t ‘dt+c, 1 L’,, C,EC, 
where t = l/x is the local parameter at cxi. Note that Yu,(t) is holomorphic 
non-vanishing at t = 0 so invertible. 
In particular if we choose c’, = 1/27ci, c2 = 0 we get a solution 
Y,(t) = Y,(t) 
( 
& log t + holomorphic vanishing 
> 
and Yv,(t), Y,(t) form a basis of solutions at t =0 (x= CU) with 
monodromy (A 1). N ow if we slit the unit r-disk, 1 tl < 1, along the negative 
real axis then because our equation gives the inverse to the J-function, it 
must be possible to find two solutions to (2) at t =O, call them Q,(t), 
Q,(t), whose quotient .Q( t) = Q,(t)/Q,(t) maps the slit disc into a portion 
of the standard fundamental domain (5 E !Fj such that - l/2 < Re t < l/2 
and 1 ZI > 1) near r = “ice”: 
I’/! 
I$! 
i/i 
I 
-Y 
2ni 
I +--. 
0 3 
-3 
L I  
1 1 
-1 1 
and such that Q(t) provides a branch of the inverse to the J-function. 
Moreover the monodromy of Q, , Q, will then necessarily be (A ; ), so that 
Q,(t) will be an invariant solution, i.e., 
Q,(t) = AY2(f), AEC- (0) 
and Q, will be given as 
Q,(t)=AYJt) &logt+holomorphic 
( > 
= /lY,(t) + hlYYz(t) 
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for some h E C. Because we are interested at this point only in the quotient 
of solutions we can take A= 1; thus 
Q*(t) = Y?(f) 
Q,(r) Y’l(r) Q(f)=-=- 
Q*(r) Y*(t) + h, 
or more precisely, 
qr,=&, Y,(i)-*i-‘di+h 
=&logt+ & j’(yl*(i))-l)i?di+h 
( > 0 
for some constant h. Note that the integrand ( !P2( ?))’ - 1) i-l is 
holomorphic. To determine h, observe that we must have 
lim Q(t) = i. 
r-1 
It follows easily from this that h = (3i/2rc) log 12 = -( 1/27ri) log 1728. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Q?(r) = Y,(r) and Q,(r) = Y,(r) + (3i/2n) 
(log 12) Y,(r) as above. Then Q(r)=Q,(r)/Q,(r) is an inverse in a 
neighborhood of x = co (r = 0) to the elliptic modular function J(z) on J3. 
Moreover if we slit the x-plane from CD to 0 along the negative real axis and 
then from 0 to 1 along the real axis, Q(r) can be continued to a single-valued 
function which maps the slit sphere onto the standard fundamental domain 
for SL,(Z) in 9, i.e., {z E !$ such that 171 > 1 and -4 < Re 5 < $}. (Note that 
these conditions determine Q,(r), Q,(r) up to a fixed scalar multiple.) 
We remark that the monodromy representation of the differential 
equation 
d’o 1 dw (31/144)x-l/360=0 
dx2+xz+ x*(x - 1)2 
with respect to the basis of solutions Q,(r), Q,(r) near x = m (r = 0) is 
easily computed. 
Slit the x-sphere as above from cc to 0 along the negative real axis and 
then from 0 to 1. Continuation across these slits in the directions indicated 
leads to the monodromy transformations shown: 
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PHILOSOPHY 
In earlier monographs [S], [9] (“Special Values of Dirichlet Series, 
Monodromy, and the Periods of Automorphic Forms”) we showed how to 
construct cusp forms of weight k > 3 for subgroups of finite index 
l-c SL,(Z), ( 0’ !‘) 4 f f rom differential equations on the modular curve 
X,- = r\$*, and how to interpret the special values of the associated 
Dirichlet series in terms of monodromy. What was particularly interesting 
was that the solutions of these differential equations could all be explicitly 
built up from hypergeometric functions. This made it possible to express 
the special values as integrals involving hypergeometric functions-some of 
which turned out to be of Euler type (see Exton [3]) and thus integrable 
in closed form as a ratio of products of values of the gamma function at 
rational arguments. (An early integral expression along these lines was 
obtained by Chowla and Gross [2], who considered d(z) the unique nor- 
malized cusp form of weight 12 for AL(Z).) The resulting ratio of gamma 
values is a common type of expression for special values-what is nice (and 
to be expected by the above remark) is that the monodromy of the 
hypergeometric and generalized hypergeometric functions can be expressed 
in terms of ratios of products of the gamma function evaluated at 
combinations of the parameters (all rational numbers in our case) in the 
differential equation. 
It is this philosophy that leads us to seek an extension of our earlier 
results to handle other interesting arithmetic cases coming from theta 
functions and Eisenstein series, as well as cusp forms of weights 1 and 2. TO 
keep things as brief as possible, we shall focus on the full modular group 
SL,(Z), but similar techniques apply in many other situations (see our 
forthcoming paper [ lo] ). 
AN ALGEBRA OF HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
CORRESPONDING TO MODULAR FORMS 
Let us begin by recalling the function 
Y’,(t) = (1 - t)“4 ,F, 
on the x-sphere. Set 
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which is annihilated by the hypergeometric differential operator 
n -d2 I (3/2)t-ld+ vi44 
’ dt2 t(t-1) dt t(t-1)’ 
or in terms of x 
A _ d* I x-W2)d+ -7144 
x dx2 x(x- 1) dx x2(x- 1)’ 
Recall the function Q(t) constructed above which maps the slit region pic- 
tured below into the standard fundamental domain for X,(Z): 
r=O I=1 
, 
r=R(t) 
Also recall that J(Q(t)) = l/t, where J is the usual elliptic modular function. 
For future reference: 
(a) u,(t) %Q(t) u,(t) . 1s another solution of /1, at t = 0 
(b) Q(t)=&.log t+&.log 
1 31 
+zz t-k ... 
dQ(t) 1 
Cc) T=G t-‘(1 - t)-“2 ,F, 
where (1 -t)- ‘I2 is chosen to have value 1 when t = 0, 
(d) qd”~2”“=~2”“~‘)~~~~~pjd((l-~)~1’2~2(~)~2-l)~~’di 
1 =- 
1728 
(e) t=&=1728q(l-744qt . ..)E’n(q). 
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THEOREM 3. TC* #‘,( l/12, 5/12; 1; t)4 = E4(q). In other words, 
2F,(W, 5/12; 1; 1/JkN4 = E4(q), where E,(q) is the classical Eisenstein 
series of weight 4 for SL,(Z), namely 
E4(q) = 1 + 240 c 03(n) q” 
,I2 I 
03(n) = 1 d’. 
din 
Remark. By #,(1/12, 5/12; 1; 1/J(rj)4= g(t) we mean lift the single- 
valued branch of $,(1/12, 5/12; 1; t)4 defined in the domain 
to the standard fundamental domain for SL2(Z) in the upper half-plane 
and then analytically continue. 
Proof: Observe that 
uz(t)J= zF,(&, A; I; t)4 
is annihilated by the fourth symmetric power of /i,, written Sym,(n,), 
which is a fifth order operator having three regular singular points. At t = 0 
the local exponents of Sym,(/i,) are 0, . . . . 0; at t = 1 they are 0, t, 1, 3, 2; 
and at t = co they are +? 3, 1, 4, $. 
It follows immediately that g(r) = u2( l/J( T))~ is single-valued 
holomorphic for z E!$ and that it vanishes at p = ezrrii3 and SL,(Z)- 
equivalent points. 
Moreover u2(t)4 = (1 - t) ‘~I Y2(t)4, so that these functions have the same 
monodromy. Analytic continuation around t = 0 corresponds to r -+ T  + 1 
on the upper half-plane. As t$ is single-valued around t = 0 we have 
g( z + 1) = g(t). Finally analytic continuation around t = 1 corresponds to 
r + -l/t and we have 
U~(t)4~u,(tj4=.(r)4U2(t)4. 
This implies that 
g( - l/r) = t”g(r) 
because L2( l/J(r)) = r for t E {the standard fundamental domain $. 
We see that g(s) is a modular form of weight 4 for SL,(Z) and a 
computation shows that 
,F, A,;; 111 
5.1728 
J(q) 
4=1 +36q 
+ ! -5.1728.744+ 1255.144.36 36 36 > q*+ . . . 
=l +240q+2160q2+etc. 
(Remark: 2160=240x9 and ~,(2)=1~+2~=9.) 
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It follows that g(z)= Ed(r) since the space of forms of weight 4 is 
spanned by Ed(r). 
Problem. The Fourier coefficients of j(q) = 1728J(q) have some 
interesting (and intriguing) arithmetic properties-in particular divisibility 
properties-as do the coefficients of ,I;,(&, A; 1; t). It would be interesting 
to see if this could be used to derive congruences for the o,(n), etc. 
THEOREM 4. The pull-back rr*((l -t)‘j2 ,F,(&, &; 1; t)‘) is EJq), the 
ciassical Eisenstein series of weight 6 for SL,(Z), namely 
E,(q) = 1 - 504 1 as(n) q”. 
n3l 
Proof Let g(t) = (1 - t)“* $‘,(A, 5; 1; t)6. This function satisfies a 
seventh order linear homogeneous differential equation with three regular 
singular points at 0, 1, co. (It is clearly a simple “twist” of gym,(/l,).) The 
exponents at t = 0 are 0, . . . . 0; at t = 1 they are +, 1, $, 2, 2, 3, $; and at 
t = co they are 0, f, 3, 1, $, $, 2. It is immediate that 
is a single-valued holomorphic function on $ (with bounded growth as 
Im 5 -+ co) which vanishes at i and all SL,(Z)-equivalent points. 
Now g(t) = (1 - t)-’ Y,(t)“, so that g(t) has the same monodromy as 
‘TP~(~)~ and the result follows as in the previous theorem. 
Theorems 3 and 4 immediately imply: 
THEOREM 5. Let J&! = C[E4, E6] be the graded algebra of modular 
forms for SL,(Z) and let 9 =CC2F1(h, 5; 1; t)4, (1 - t)li2 2F,(&, h; 1; t)6] 
be the graded algebra of hypergeometric functions (graded by the power of 
,F,). Then these two algebras are canonically isomorphic as graded algebras 
of power series in q = e2nir and t, respectively. Moreover the isomorphism is 
simply pull-back 7c* as outlined above. 
Remark. A more symmetric formulation can be obtained by replacing 
,F, with (1 - t) ‘I4 2F, = Y2(t) from above. We then have 
S=C[(l -t)-’ vl;, (1 -t)-’ !P;] 
An element of the algebra corresponds to a cusp form of weight k if and 
only if it is divisible by t. 
For the sake of completeness, recall that A = &(Ei - Ejj) so that A 
corresponds to &t *F,(&, A; 1; t)“. 
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Question. It would be interesting to know if Hecke operators have any 
meaningful interpretation in the hypergeometric setting. 
DEDEKIND'S ETA FUNCTION 
Dedekind’s eta function is defined by the famous formula 
q(s) = q”24 fi (1 -q”), 
n=l 
where q = e2nfr and qu24 = eWl*. It is holomorphic non-vanishing on the 
upper half-plane and satisfies the well-known functional equations (see 
Siegel [ 71) 
v](z + 1) = e2”i’24tj(r) 
where the square root takes positive values on the positive imaginary axis. 
It follows easily that d = q24 is a cusp form of weight 12 for LX,(Z). 
PROPOSITION 6. ~(2) corresponds to 12 - “‘t 1’24 ,,/*F,(h, A; 1; t), where 
the roots are taken to have positive real values for 0 < t < 1. 
Recall that “corresponds” means that we pull-back the single-valued 
function 12 p1’*t1’24 dm) defined on the slit domain via x* to 
the standard fundamental domain for Z,(Z) and then analytically 
continue. 
t=O I=1 
t= I/J(r)=n(r) 
, 
r=R(1) 
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Remark. #‘i(h, A; 1; t) is non-vanishing on PL- (0, 1, co}. If it 
vanished at some point both 52, and Sz, would vanish since Im(S2,/52,) > 0 
on Pk-- (0, 1, co}, but this means that the exponents of the differential 
equation (1) or (2) at that point would not be 0, 1; a contradiction. 
Proof: This follows from our remarks about A above. One could also 
note that 12-‘/4t1’12 ,F(&, 6; 1; t) satisfies a second order linear 
homogeneous differential equation with three regular singular points. At 
t = 0 the exponents are 8, &; at t = 1 they are 0, 4; and at t = co they are 
0, f. It follows that the pull-back is a holomorphic non-vanishing function 
g(r) on sj. It is obvious that g(z + 1) = e 2ni’12g(r). To see what g( - l/r) is, 
we must analytically continue 12 - 1’4t1’12 J, around 1. 
Now 12 p1’4t1’12 2Fl = constant . t1’12( 1 - t) ~ 1’4 Y*, so the monodromy is 
12-1’4t1’12 2FL -+~12(t)(12-1’4t1’12 2F,) 
i 
as 
tl’12(l-t)-1’4Y2’l~(t)[tli12(1-I)~’/4 Y2]. 
i 
It follows as before that g( - l/r) = (r/i) g(z) and that g must be q2(~), by 
looking at the behavior at co. The rest follows easily by taking square 
roots. 
We remark that starting with this description of q as the pull-back of 
12-1’8t”24 2F,‘/2 we get a new proof of the functional equation for the u 
function. 
APPLICATIONS 
A number of specific arithmetic applications will be fully discussed in 
our forthcoming paper [lo]. We shall content ourselves here with two 
examples. 
Consider 
A(q)=q fl (l-q”)24= c z(@)q” 
n>l n,l 
and its Mellin transform 
MA(s) = j’” A(it) tSp ’ dt. 
0 
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It is easy to see that MA(s) is an entire function of .P which satisfies the 
functional equation 
M,( 12 -s) = Md(S). 
Moreover it is straightforward to show that 
Md(S) = (27cmmJ Jys) ,,g, y Res>7. 
Using the functional equation of d, we have 
M,(s) = j’^  d(z)[( -is)” + (-ir)‘? 
I 
‘1;. 
Recalling that t=&?(t) and that d(Q(t))=& ?F,(&, 6; 1; t)“, we find 
that 
1 
=- 
s 
‘(l-t) “2 
345671 o 
2F:o~(-j~).\+(-j~)‘z~~~,df 
(-il2)’ 
Note that u2( t) = #‘, and u i (t ) = zF, Q are a basis for the space of solutions 
at t = 0 to 
d2v 
dtz+ 
(312) t- 1 dv 5/144 L)zo 
t(t- 1) z+t(t- 1) . 
The integral certainly converges and for t E (0, 1 ), Q(t) takes purely 
imaginary values with Im Q(t) > 0. It follows that M,(s) is real for s real 
(as it should be). 
As another example, consider 
a=& j;‘*’ (E‘,(T)- l)( -it),‘+’ d(-iz). 
which for Re s > 4 converges to (2~))” T(S) i(s) [(s- 3), where i is 
Riemann’s zeta function 
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Making use of the functional equation this becomes 
1 
240, I I5 [E4(~)-1][(-iz)“-1+(-it)3-‘]d(-iz) 
Note that the first integral converges for all s and is invariant under 
s -+ 4 -s, and the second converges for Re s > 4. So for Re s > 4, 
(2n) -5 l-(s) i(s) i(s - 3) 
or 
(2n) -s T(s) i(s) [(s - 3) 
=&j; t~‘(1-t)-“2[2F:-2~‘12][(-iSZ)s~2+(-i~)2--s]dr 
+I 1 1 
240 s-4-s ’ [ I 
The second term on the right-hand side is just the principal part of the left- 
hand side. The first term on the right is holomorphic in s and takes real 
values for s real. 
Also for s = k any integer the part of the integrand given by 
[2F:-2F,*][(-if2)k- 2+(-m)2-k] 
is a rational expression in the solutions 
vl =QZF, 
02 = 2F1 
of the equation given previously. 
We will have more to say about the zeta function in forthcoming papers 
(see also [ 111). 
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